What Are You Doing New Years Eve?

When the bells all ring and the horns all blow and the couples we know are fondly
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In time

Will I be with you or will I be among the
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May be it's much too early in the game. Aah, but I thought I'd ask you just the same. What are you doing New Year's New Year's Eve?
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May be I'm crazy to suppose I'd ever be the one you choose Out of a thousand visions You received
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Aah, but in case I stand one lit- tle chance
Here comes the jack-pot question in ad-vance
What are you do-ing New Year's New Year's Eve?
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With Voice-Drama play symbols
Voice

What Are You Doing New Years Eve?

Frank Loesser

When the bells all ring and the horns all blow and the couples we know are fondly kissing, will I be with you or will I be among the maybe it's much too early in the game. Aah, but I thought I'd ask you just the same. What are you doing New Year's Eve? Wonder whose arms will hold you good and tight.
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When it's exactly twelve o'clock that night,
Welcome in the New Year

Maybe I'm crazy to suppose

I'd ever be the one you chose
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Aah, but in case I stand one little chance

Here comes the jackpot question in advance
What are you doing New Year's Eve?
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What Are You Doing New Years Eve?...Alto 1
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What Are You Doing New Years Eve?...Tenor 2
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What Are You Doing New Years Eve?...Trumpet 1
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What Are You Doing New Years Eve?
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What Are You Doing New Years Eve...Trumpet 3
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What Are You Doing New Years Eve?...Trombone 1
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What Are You Doing New Years Eve?... Trombone 3
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What Are You Doing New Years Eve?...Tuba
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What Are You Doing New Years Eve?...Rhythm
H

What Are You Doing New Years Eve?...Rhythm

67
\[\begin{array}{cccccccc}
& F^\Delta & & & \text{Eb}^7 & & & \text{Eb}^{13} & \text{E}^{13} & \text{F}^\Delta & \text{B}^7{(b9)} & \text{Bb}^{A7} & \text{Eb}^7 \\
\end{array}\]

71
\[\begin{array}{cccccccc}
& F^\Delta & \text{D}^7{(b9)} & \text{G}^7{(sus4)} & \text{G}^7 & & & \text{C}^7 & \text{Bb}^7 & \text{A}^{13}{(b9)} & \text{A}^7{(b9)} & \text{A}^7 & \text{D}^7{(b9)} \\
\end{array}\]
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\[\begin{array}{cccccccc}
& \text{G}^7 & & & \text{A}^7 & & & \text{Bb}^{A7} & \text{Bb}/\text{C} & \text{C}^{13}{(b11)} & \text{C}^7 \\
\end{array}\]
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\[\begin{array}{cccccccc}
& \text{A}^7/{C} & \text{Db}^7/{C} & & & \text{G}^7/{C} & \text{B}^7/{C} & & & \text{Db}^A & \text{Gb}^7{(b5)} & \text{Conducted} & \text{Conducted} \\
\end{array}\]
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\[\begin{array}{cccccccc}
& \text{pp} & \text{pp} & & & \text{pp} & \text{pp} & & & \text{pp} & \text{pp} & \text{pp} & \text{pp} \\
\end{array}\]

With Voice/Drums play cymbals
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\[\begin{array}{cccccccc}
& \text{F}^\Delta^{13}{(b11)} \\
\end{array}\]